
Adventsgesteck in Pastelltönen
Instructions No. 1693
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Advent, Advent, a little light is burning .. You would like to make a beautiful Advent arrangement yourself? With our instructions we show
you how to create a great arrangement in pretty pastel colours with little effort. The anticipation of Christmas is already rising while doing
handicrafts.

Here's how it works:
To create the beautiful fluffy character, we have edged the zinc trays with fur and glued them with hot glue. We have chosen two different colours that
complement each other perfectly 

After drying, fill the tray with pearl gravel . Now you can place the candles and decorate the trays as you like. We have pompom branches in our example, Fir,
Embellishment and bark were chosen and decorated 

Bark slices are great for these Advent numbers . These can be worked on with a branding pen as in our example and the numbers burned in or you can write
with a Marker put the numbers nicely on the discs. With a nice Ribbon they are Advent numbers quickly tied to the candles and you have a noble eye-catcher
for the advent season.

Article number Article name Qty
247092-03 Pompon twig, snow-coveredOld Pink 1
580113 Branding set 1
614030 VBS Mini bark discs "Round" 1
247092-02 Pompon twig, snow-coveredGreen 1
617765 VBS Mini cone,nature 1
291149-01 VBS Faux fur ribbon "Flieden"White 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-faux-fur-ribbon-flieden-a189003/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-zinc-tray-set-of-2-a189155/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-hot-glue-gun-20-watt-for-7-mm-glue-sticks-a192047/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-hot-glue-gun-20-watt-for-7-mm-glue-sticks-a192047/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/pearl-gravel-a184707/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/pillar-candle-dipped-pack-of-4-a189279/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/pompon-twig-snow-covered-a190391/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-fir-branches-10-pieces-a22732/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/decorate/figures-and-embellishment/embellishment/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-pieces-of-bark-dalke-a190483/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-mini-bark-discs-round-a49329/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/branding-set-a40655/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/posca-marker-pc-3m-a51634/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/organza-ribbon-infinity-25-mm-woven-a190365/
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